Questions from the reading and the web articles:
To whom were the Greeks indebted for their early style of figurative sculpture?
What is- Assemblage? an Environment? an Installation? Mixed-media?
What art process had the African Kingdom of Benin mastered by the 14th century?
What traditional method of making ceramic pots was employed by Native Americans?
What basic process are most forms of fiber art derived from?
In what way is photography similar to collage?
What has impacted photography significantly in the last 20 years?
What initially drew visual artists to film? What drew later generations to video?
Which film was thought to have signaled the arrival of color?
Which medium is thought to be able to “aestheticise the “everyday?”
In what way was Frank Lloyd Wright’s Robie House significant?
What advantage did the Roman arch have over “post and lintel” construction?
What are the visual characteristics of International Style?
What were the visual characteristics of De Stijl?
What was the significance of the P38 fighter plane to automobile design?
What contributed to the development of Realism?
What company left an indelible mark on the blue jeans industry?
What were the primary motivations for the Dadaists? the Futurists?
There were two basic styles of Surrealism. What were they?
Who were the two artists that inspired Jim Jenkins to make kinetic sculpture?
Doric, Ionic and Corinthian are terms that describe...?

Artists: What did they think, make, build, say or do?
Anni Albers Frederick Archer Norman Bel Geddes Andre Breton
Paul Cezanne Clyde Connell le Corbusier Die Brucke
Goat Island DW Griffith Walter Gropius Allan Kaprow
Michelangelo Claude Monet Frederick Olmsted Timothy O'Sullivan
Joseph Paxton Pablo Picasso Robert Rauschenberg Nancy Rubin
Alfred Stitlitz Louis Sullivan Josiah Wedgwood William Wegman
Fred Wilson

Terms:
additive sculpture Art Deco Art Nouveau automatism
chiaroscuro collage contrapposto Daguerreotype
Earthworks flying buttress Gothic Arch Installation Art
kinetic kiva ponderation post-and-lintel
post-modern relief sculpture replacement sculpture Roman Arch
rumal scrambling subtractive sculpture temporal montage
Tropical Deco
Artworks and architecture with which you should be familiar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atheneum</th>
<th>Atlas Slave</th>
<th>Backs</th>
<th>Ballet Mechanique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le Chinois Galant</td>
<td>Citizen Kane</td>
<td>Crux</td>
<td>The Crystal Palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallingwater</td>
<td>Guernica</td>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>The Pantheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swamp Work</td>
<td>TV Bra for Living Sculpture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>